FSP-250-2
Re-Reeling & Doctoring Machine

- Cantilevered unwind air shaft for quick change over, the roll diameter can reach to 700mm with 2 different web path for inspection of printing defects or sewing quality.
- Both unwind and rewind by motor driven, allow the winding direction changed during operation. Load cell type tension controller to ensure the rewinding tension stable.
- Equipped with web guiding system (forward direction) creates an extremely neat edge, also can have extra ultrasonic sensor upgrading to CPC central guiding and SPC oscillation function.

- Equipped with observed board and fluorescent lamps for visual checking, also can have air inflation checking system (option) for checking sewing quality.
- HMI touch screen control panel for tension setting, parameters memory, preset meters stop and memory reverse function.
- On-line web width measuring system and camera full inspection device are available (option), machine width can be upsize to 500mm upon request.